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SUMMABILITY OF SUBSEQUENCES AND
REARRANGEMENTS OF SEQUENCES

THOMAS A. KEAGY

Abstract. Sufficient conditions have been given that require a matrix A to

have the property that every sequence x with a finite limit point have a

subsequence y such that each finite limit point of x is a limit point of Ay. In

this paper, we show that these conditions may be weakened and obtain an

analog in which "subsequence" is replaced with "rearrangement".

1. Introduction. The sequence v is a rearrangement of the sequence x if

there exists a one-to-one function 77 from the positive integers onto themselves

such that for each k, yk = x^ky

The matrix A is a regular summability method if whenever x is convergent,

then so is Ax, and lim (Ax)p = lim x„. The familiar Silverman-Toeplitz

characterization of regular matrices consists of the following three conditions.

(1) {aw}"_, converges to 0, q = I, 2, 3, ... ,

(2) {2,^}"., converges to 1, and

(3) sup,, I.q\apq\ is finite.

In [1], R. P. Agnew showed that whenever x is a bounded sequence and A

is a regular matrix, then there exists a subsequence v of x such that each limit

point of x is a limit point of Ay. The main purpose of the current paper is to

extend this result by weakening the requirement that A be a regular matrix

and to obtain an analog to this extension in which "subsequence" is replaced

with "rearrangement".

2. Summability of subsequences. D. F. Dawson [4, p. 458] first pointed out

the possibility of improving Agnew's result by proving the following theorem.

Theorem (Dawson). If x is a complex sequence having a finite limit point

and A is a matrix satisfying conditions (1) and (2) of regularity, then there exist

a subsequence y of x and an increasing sequence of positive integers [p(i)}¥Lx

such that each (Ay)p(i) exists and each finite limit point of x is a limit point of

[(Ay)p(i)}?=x.

This theorem strengthens Agnew's result in two ways. The requirement that

A he regular is weakened by dropping condition (3) of the Silverman-Toeplitz

conditions, and the requirement that x be bounded is replaced with the

requirement that x have a finite limit point. But Dawson's theorem does not
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imply the existence of Ay. In the following theorem we complete this

generalization in the sense it is shown that the subsequence y may be chosen

such that Ay does indeed exist.

Theorem 1. If x is a complex sequence having a finite limit point and A is a

matrix satisfying conditons (1) and (2) of regularity, then there exists a sub-

sequence y of x such that each finite limit point of x is a limit point of Ay.

Proof. Following Agnew [1], we use the separability of the complex plane

to form a sequence » with the property that each term of u is a limit point of

x and each limit point of x is either one of the terms of « or a limit point of u.

Let v = {«,; m„ u2; «„ u2, u3; . . . }.

Suppose the increasing sequences of positive integers (/?(/)}'=' and

{q(i)}'¡Z\ have been defined and the subsequence {.y,}*(=71)_1 of x has been

determined. Let p(t) >p(t — 1) such that

2 ap(t),q 1
9=9('"0

<?('-!)-!

2   hu^al < 1/2'
9=1

< l/(2'|c,|+ 1)   and

Let q(t)> q(t - 1) such that
9(0-«

2?=?('-!)

sup
p<pU)

ap«u ~ l

k

2
9=9(0

ap<t

< 1/ (2'|t>,| + 1)   and

<l/(2'+1k+,|+l)

for each k > q(t). Choose {.y^fi^r-i) such that {y¡}fU{~1 is a subsequence of

x and |y, - v,\ < l/(2i+xsupp\api\ + 1) for q(t - 1) < i < q(t). We continue

this process so that {/>(/')}" i and {q(i))f=x are increasing sequences of

positive integers and y is a subsequence of x.

We first show that Ay is defined. Consider row/? of A and let r = min(i:

p(i) >/?}. Then for each i" > t,

2 <v<
9-9(0

< 2 I»,
j = i

+ 11

9(7 + 0-1

9 = 9(7)

oo     9(7+0-1

+ 2     2
7 = <      9 = 9(7)

TP-I K ü7+'l

< 2"' + 2_9(,).

But also, if <7(0 < k < q(i + 1), then

9(, + 0-l

2      a„yi
q = k

<|0/+I

k-\

2 s»
9 = 9(0

+ k+il
9(/+l)-l

2
9 = 9(0

W

9(/+0-l

2
q = k

ui+\ y,\

< l/2' + 1 + l/2,+1 + 1/2* = 1/2' + 1/2*
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It follows that (Ay)p converges for each row/»; hence Ay is defined.

We now show lim, \(Ay)p(í) — v¡\ = 0. This follows since for / > 1

2 ap(i),<î>q - e,
-7=1

?(<-')-1

<   2   WP(i),<yq\
9=1

?(,)-l

+    2   <w* - vi
9-9(1-1)

< 1/2'+|o,.

2 ^(,),^
9=9(0

9(,)-l

2        ap(i),q -  !
? = 9(i-l)

+ 2
9(y+i)-i

2   ^(0>,
q=q(j)

oo    ?(y+i)-i

+   2        2     K(0,9l 1^9 - «*+i|

< 1/2' + 1/2' + 1/2' + 1/2*-'>.

Iv.l

3. Summability of rearrangements. J. A. Fridy [5, p. 189] has obtained an

analog to Agnew's result in which he replaces "subsequence" with "rearrange-

ment". It is natural to ask whether Fridy's result may be extended in the same

sense that Theorem 1 extended Agnew's result. The answer to this question is

"yes", and the following theorem will prove useful in establishing such an

analog to Theorem 1 involving rearrangements.

Theorem 2. Let A be a matrix with null rows and columns and x be a

complex sequence. If y is a subsequence of x such that Ay exists and has a finite

limit point, then there exists a rearrangement z of x such that Az exists and each

finite limit point of Ay is a limit point of Az.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we construct a sequence u such that

each m, is a limit point of Ay and each limit point of Ay is a term of w or a

limit point of u. Let v = {«,; ux, u2; ux, u2, u3; . . . }.

Suppose that the increasing sequences of positive integers {/»(/)}'-1 and

(q(i)}'¡~\ have been chosen and that (z¡}fl~¡x) is a permutation of q(t — 1)

terms of x. Let k = min[j: Xj £ {z,}jZ¡l) U {v,}"*,-,)^}- Let/»(/) >p(t

- 1) such that Z'^'H^,! < 1/2' and

2
9 = 9('-l)+l

Let q(t) > q(t - 1) such that

apc).<¡yq -v, < 1/2'.

9(0-1

2 <lp(t),aVq - v,
9 = 9(i-l)+l

< 1/2',

2 ^(/),,v(
? = ?(0

< 1/2'  and    sup  \xk - y^\ \apM0\ < 1/2
p<p(t)

/+!
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Let zq = yq for q(t — I) < q < q(t) and z^ = xk. We continue this process

so that {p(i))T~\ and {q(0}7-\ are increasing sequences of positive integers

and z is a rearrangement of x.

We first show that Az is defined. Consider row/? of A and let t = min{/:

p(i) >/?}. Let k > q(t) and/ = max{/: k > q(i)). Then

2 a.
q = k

PI'9 2 v<
q = k

+   2  |7,(0 - *«l)\   \ap,qU)\   <
i=J

2 <w<
q = k

+ l/2>,

and it follows that (^z)^ converges.

Next, we show that \(Az)p(l) - v,\ < 1/2'"2. This inequality holds since

2 ap(l)¡qzq - v,
9=1

9(,-0

<       2      IV).9Z9l +
9=1

9(0-1

2 a,(r),»y, - V,
9 = 9(i-l) + l

+  2  ̂ j) - ^(7)1  1^(0,9(7)1   +
7 = '

oo

2  V),,v?
9 = 9(0

< 1/2' + 1/2' + 1/2' + 1/2'.

Hence each limit point of Ay is a limit point of Az, and the proof is complete.

The form of Theorem 2 was chosen in order to simplify the details of the

proof. Actually, a slightly more general result may be shown by using the

basic structure of the above proof. For instance, it is not necessary to require

that each column of A be null, an infinite number of null columns will

suffice. Also, in order to show that Az exist, it is not necessary to require that

Ay have a finite limit point. The theorem in its present form does, however,

provide a sufficient tool to enable us to establish the following analog to

Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. If x is a complex sequence having a finite limit point and A is a

matrix satisfying properties (1) and (2) of regularity, then there exists a

rearrangement y of x such that each finite limit point of x is a limit point of Ay.

The proof of Theorem 3 is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1 and 2

and will be omitted.

Corollary 4. A complex sequence x diverges to oo if there exists a matrix A

satisfying conditions (1) and (2) of regularity such that Ay diverges to oo for

every rearrangement y of x.

The proof of Corollary 4 parallels the argument given by Dawson [4, p.

459] for a similar result involving subsequences and will be omitted.

Theorem 5. If x is a complex sequence and A is a row-finite matrix

satisfying conditions (1) and (2) of regularity, then there exists a rearrangement

y of x such that every limit point of x (finite or infinite) is a limit point of Ay.
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Proof. We assume without loss of generality that x is unbounded and has

at least one finite limit point. Let v be as defined in the proof of Theorem 1.

Suppose the increasing sequences of positive integers {/»(0}'-i» {KO}'-'»

(k(i)}'iZxx, and {^(0}'=' have been selected and that [zi}fixX) is a permuta-

tion of q(t - 1) terms of x. Let p(t) > r(t - 1) such that IfL^a^^z^ <

1/2'and

2       aP(t),q - ! <i/2'(N+i).

Let k(t) = sup(q: \ap(l)J > 0} and choose (zi}k/l\(l_X)+x from x\{z,.}fi7'>

such that \2.kq('2q<,-X)+xap(tXqzq-v,\<l/2'. Let zk(l)+x = xw where w =

min(/: x, £ {z,}*=1}. Since A has properties (1) and (2) of regularity, there

exist r(t) >p(t) and q(t) > k(t) + 1 such that W^^j > 0 and \am<¡\ = 0

whenever q > q(t). Choose [zi}fi)k(x)+2 from x\{¿/}íí?i+I and let zq(t) E

x\(z,}fiV' such that \Zqq-\ar>t),qzq\ > 2'- This selection process may be

repeated yielding the increasing sequences of positive integers {/»(0}/-i an^

[r(i)}f=\ and the rearrangement z of x having the property that \(Az)pW — v,\

< 1/2'-' and 1(^2)^1 > 2' for each t.

Corollary 6. A complex sequence x is bounded if there exists a matrix A

satisfying conditions (1) and (2) of regularity such that Ay is bounded for every

rearrangement y of x.

The proof of Corollary 6 parallels the argument given by Dawson [4, p.

459] for a similar result involving subsequences and will be omitted.
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